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In vitro Angiogenesis Assays
Generally two in vitro assays are used for the evaluation of angiogenic potential of cells:
1. Tube Formation Assay
2. Sprouting Assay

Tube Formation Assay
In the tube formation assay cells, especially endothelial cells, are seeded on a gel matrix
(Matrigel® or Collagen-Gel, in some cases Fibrin gels). After some time, depending on the cell
culture conditions, the cells begin to form tube-like structures. The formation of tube-like structures
is regarded as a first step towards the generation of new vessels.

Figure 1: Conventional tube formation assay in a phase-contrast image

In order to achieve a homogeneous gel structure, an important precondition for a good microscopic
evaluation, it is important to exactly follow the instruction protocol for the gel generation (e.g.
level of temperature, expiration date, storage conditions, etc.). Generally, cost-saving 96-multiwellplates are used for the tube formation assay.

One of the top-quality tube formation angiogenesis assays available is the AngioKit from TCS
CellWorks Ltd. With this assay kit an additional cell fraction (especially fibroblasts) is cultivated in
a co-culture approach.

Figure 3: Tube formation assay with AngioKit, TCS CellWorks Ltd.

Mainly two microscopic methods are used for the visual evaluation of the results:
1. Visualization of the structures with the phase-contrast technique without any cell staining
(see figure 1)
2. Visualization of the structures by using the fluorescent microscopy method after cell
staining with flourescent dyes (e.g. Calcein AM, see figure 4)

Figure 4: Conventional tube formation assay with fluorescent staining (Calcein AM)

Our experience showed us that the best visualization of the tube like structures could be reached
by using the fluorescent microscopy technique and the staining Calcein AM (e. g. from BDTM).
However because of its cytotoxic effect the use of Calcein AM is limited to cases when the cells
are not going to be further cultivated.
If the experiment is to be continued it is better to use fluorescent dyes with a low cytotoxic effect,

from the group of Carbocyanine (DiI-Dyes, e.g. BDTM, Invitrogen/Molecular Probes). For more
information, please visit:
–

http://www.bdbiosciences.com/discovery_labware/products/display_product.php?keyID=619

–

http://probes.invitrogen.com/handbook/sections/1404.html

In cases of AngioKit the microscopic evaluation uses transmitted light methods, after the tube like
structures have been marked with an antibody staining (see figure 3).

Sprouting Assay
There are two major versions of the sprouting assay:
1. Spheroid sprouting assay
2. Aortic ring sprouting assay
For the spheroid sprouting assay cell spheroids (e.g. endothelial cells) are placed on a gel (e.g.
Matrigel® and collagen gels). After a certain period of time sprout formation can be observed. The
extend of sprouting is considered as a criteria for the evaluation of the angiogenic potential of cells.

Figure 5: Spheroid sprouting assay in a phase-contrast image

In case of the aortic ring sprouting assays pieces of aortic tissue (e.g. from a rat) are placed on the
gel matrix. Here also after some time tube-like structures sprout from the aortic tissue and enable
us to make conclusions over the angiogenic potential.

Figure 6: Aortic ring sprouting assay in a phase-contrast image

Also in cases of sprouting assays the optical quality of the gel and the lab vessel are important
factors for the image analysis evaluation. Therefore the exact implementation of the instruction
protocol for the gel preparation should be considered.
Exactly like in cases of tube formation assays, both phase-contrast and fluorescent microscopy
methods can be used for visualization and evaluation of sprouting assays (see above).

Evaluation with S.CORE
S.CORE uses sophisticated software technologies in order to guarantee an extraordinary robust
object recognition (e.g. Cognition Network Technology ® from Definiens AG). This allows also an
automatic image analysis of non-stained phasecontrast images, even if the image quality is
not perfect (e.g. coarse background, lack of focus at the edges due to meniscus formation,
etc.) .
S.CORE offers 3 categories of analysis modules for the evaluation of in vitro angiogenesis assays:
–

Tube Formation (native, fluorescent)

–

Sprouting Assay (spheroid, aortic ring)

–

AngioKit

Module Tube Formation
Tube Formation, native

Tube Formation, fluorescent

Figure 7: S.CORE Moduls Tube Formation Assays

By using the object oriented image analysis approach based on the first-class Cognition Network
Technology of our partner Definiens AG, we divide the cellular parts into 3 categories (Fig. 7):
•

Confluent Areas (white)

•

Nodal structures (blue)

•

Tubes (yellow, orange, red)

The S.CORE tube formation quantification includes the analysis of three aspects:
1. Single tube quality: tubes are thin, long and linear
2. Confluent areas: the more confluent areas the less tube formation potential
3. Tube network: the more complex the tube network the more tube formation potential
Evaluation of single tube quality
S.CORE calculates a ‘Single Tube Index’ for each tube segment which considers the length-widthratio and the linearity of the tubes. On the basis of the tube index the developmental stage of the
tubes is classified in well-developed (yellow), satisfactory (orange), or poorly developed (red).
Quantification of confluent areas
Cellular areas in which a circle of a distinct diameter (multiple of maximal cell size) can be totally
projected are classified as confluent areas.
Evaluation of tube network
For all elements - except confluent areas - the formation of the cellular parts is described by the
projection of a skeleton (green). The complexity of the tube network is described by the ratio of
'Number of branching points' and 'Total length skeleton'.

All three aspects are integrated in the definition of the S.CORE Tube Formation Index.
List of output values:
Output value

Description

1. S.CORE Tube Formation Index

(Mean single tube index)2 x (1-Confluent area*) x (No.
branching points / Total length skeleton)

2. Mean single tube index

Sum of all single tube indexes** / No. tubes

3. Total length skeleton (green) [px]

Total length of the skeleton structure (green)

4. No. branching points (green)

No. of branching points within the skeleton (green)

5. No. tubes (yellow, orange, red)

No. of all tubes (yellow+orange+red) in the particular
image

6. No. nodal structures (blue)

No. of all nodal structures (blue) in the particular image

7. Mean tube length [px]

Mean length of all tubes

8. Confluent area (white) [%]

Area of confluent areas (white) [px] / total image size [px]

9. Total length well-developed tubes (yellow) [px]

Total length of tubes with a high tube index (yellow)

10. Total length satisfactory tubes (orange) [px]

Total length of tubes with a medium tube index (orange)

11. Total length poorly-developed tubes (red) [px]

Total length of tubes with a low tube index (red)

* for definition of 'Confluent area' see 'Output value 8.' (refered to 1)
** Single tube index = linearity factor x tube length-width ratio

Module Sprouting Assay
The analysis modules for sprouting assay enable the exact quantification of the sprouting process.
In cases with a clear outline of the sprouting element – as in the case of the aortic ring sprouting
assay – the run and the ramification of individual sprouts can be detected. This allows the
quantification of the total length of the sprouts and the degree of ramification, for instance.
Sprouting Assay, aortic ring
Quantitative evaluation of Aortic Ring Sprouting Assays
Output Statistics
Area
Perimeter
Mean distance of sprount
ends from surface
Max. distance of sprout ends
from surface

Figure 8: S.CORE Module Sprouting Assay, aortic ring (Source: S.CORE catalog)

In cases of spheroid sprouting assay the border between the spheroid and the beginning of the
sprouts most times is not clear, therefore we use a different method for the quantification of the
sprouts: In a first step the center of gravity of the structure is determined. Afterwards a virtual
corona is created with rays of clearly defined angles. On each of these rays, the intersections with
the perimeter of the cellular structure are determined. Whenever there is more than one
intersection on one ray, only the outer one is considered. Of all those intersections, the one with
the largest distance to the center is marked red. To quantify the sprouting the bellow mentioned
parameters are measured and given as output.

Sprouting Assay, spheroid
Quantitative evaluation of Spheroid Sprouting Assays
Output Statistics
Area
Perimeter
Mean distance of sprout
ends from center
Max. distance of sprout ends
from center

Figure 9: S.CORE Modul Sprouting Assay, spheroid (Source: S.CORE catalog)

Figure 10: Sprouting Quantification with the S.CORE Module Sprouting Assay, spheroid

Module Tube Formation, AngioKit

The module Tube Formation, AngioKit enables a clear quantification of the tubes and the nodal
points and thus provides an exact quantification of the structure´s complexity. Output parameters
can include: Total length of tubular structures, number of nodal points, number of outlets per nodal
point, etc..

Tube Formation, AngioKit
Quantitative evaluation of AngioKit Assays
Output Statistics
Total length
Number of nodal points
Mean number of outlets per
nodal point

Figure 11: S.CORE Modul Tube Formation, AngioKit

For more information on S.CORE, please call us or visit us at www.sco-lifescience.com. You can
find brochures on selected standard modules in the download section. Our price list for our current
standard modules is available upon request.
Please use our Free Trial Service at www.sco-lifescience.com or just send us an e-mail with your
images, along with a short description of your requirements.
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